
GAME IS THE TEACHER, PITCH IS THE CLASSROOM, COACH IS THE FACILITATOR

RISK REWARD

EQUIPMENT: Sticks | Balls | Bibs | Cones | Throw down lines

 > Split the group into two teams
 > The coach indicates the maximum number of

players a team can have on the pitch each round
e.g. three players

 > The teams get a few seconds to decide whether
they are going to place the maximum number
indicated by the coach or whether they are going
to have fewer players

 > The coach starts the exercise by rolling a ball
onto the pitch and the game continues until a
goal is scored or play breaks down

 > Points are awarded based on how much of a risk
the team have taken
 > One point for the same amount or more

players than the opposition
 > Two points if the scoring team have an under

load (fewer players) of one player
 > Three points if the scoring team have an

under load (fewer players) of two or more
players

 > Play for a set period of time and the team with
the most points wins



GAME IS THE TEACHER, PITCH IS THE CLASSROOM, COACH IS THE FACILITATOR

RISK REWARD

 > What ways can the players score points? Can you
encourage the players to try different skills to get
the ball towards the goal?

 > How does the game change when a team plays in
underload? Can they still find ways to score?

 > What ways can players win the ball back and then
go on attack at the earliest opportunity?

 > Remember to keep score and keep reminding the
players who is winning

 > Can you create multiple pitches to make sure
everyone has plenty of touches of the ball?

 > Everyone should have lots of chances to practice
 > Don’t forget to CHANGE IT

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

CHANGE IT
 > Implement a time limit to score a goal, e.g. 10 seconds, a goal in this time  is worth double

points to encourage players to be direct and take more shots at goal

 > If you haven’t got a GK, then try using a pop up or smaller goal, or something to rebound the
ball back into play, to make it harder to score

 > Offer additional points for good use of skill, i.e. eliminating a defender or a shot on target.

 > Increase the playing area to give the attacking team more space and therefore time on the
ball

 > Reducing the space should have the opposite effect making the exercise more challenging for
the attacking team

 > If the game breaks down, quickly feed a second ball back in for the same group of players to
keep the continuous flow and ensure lots of touches

https://hockeyhub.englandhockey.co.uk/?page=npua_videos&vid=139



